
Meta-Stadiums Unveils Digital Twin Wearable
Bundles for Avatars and Physical Merch from
MLS, Premier League, and more!

Meta-Stadiums Avatar Wearable Platform

Introducing an innovative new

merchandising experience for the

metaverse to bring physical and digital

merchandise under one roof for fans to

enjoy!

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, USA, April 30,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Meta-

Stadiums, a leading company in the

metaverse industry, has announced

the launch of their highly anticipated

digital twin wearable bundles. These

bundles will allow users to not only customize their avatars in the metaverse, but also purchase

physical merchandise that mirrors their virtual appearance. This groundbreaking technology is

set to revolutionize the way people interact and engage in the metaverse. These bundles will

This new feature enables

fans to truly express their

fandom in an exciting way

that has never been

possible before the

metaverse.”

Owen Ratliff, Meta-Stadiums
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revolutionize the way users interact with the metaverse by

offering a unique combination of virtual and physical

customization options.

The digital twin wearable bundles include a wide range of

options for avatars bundled with real-life physical apparel

from jerseys and accessories from some of the largest

leagues such as NBA, MLB, MLS, NFL, NHL, NASCAR, WWE,

WNBA, Golf, F1, and Major European Soccer Leagues.

Users can mix and match these items to create a unique

and personalized avatar that reflects their individual style

and personality, while representing their favorite teams in the metaverse. In addition, these

bundles also offer the option to purchase physical merchandise, such as clothing and

accessories, that are an exact replica of the avatar's appearance in the metaverse via our affiliate

partner Fanatics.

This technology will provide an immersive experience for fans, allowing them to feel like they are
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https://www.fanatics.com/?_s=gppc&amp;utm_campaign=Fanatics+-+Brand+-+Core+-+US+-+EN|14735122556&amp;utm_medium=ppc&amp;ks_id=6250_kw111587835&amp;utm_term=fanatics&amp;matchtype=e&amp;utm_source=g&amp;target=kwd-533024863&amp;pcrid=549244034863&amp;adposition=&amp;gad_source=1&amp;gclid=CjwKCAjwoa2xBhACEiwA1sb1BA5JC47Vl80rb3FCGOoZJ__MweweFhrakAt5M-fjh8-7ald_wdPGOBoC6IkQAvD_BwE
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part of the action on the field.

Additionally, the wearables will track

and analyze fan engagement, providing

valuable data for the team to better

understand their fan base and tailor

their marketing strategies accordingly.

This move by the Meta-Stadiums is a

testament to their commitment to

innovation and fan satisfaction. With

the rise of digital technology, Meta-

Stadiums recognizes the importance of

providing a unique and interactive experience for global fans of every sport. The wearables not

only offer an exciting way for fans to engage with their favorite teams, but also provide valuable

insights for the team's marketing and sales efforts.

Meta-Stadiums is confident that this new technology will not only enhance fan engagement, but

also boost merchandise sales. By offering a personalized and immersive experience, Meta-

Stadiums hopes to strengthen their relationship with global fans and create a more loyal and

dedicated fan base for their metaverse platform. The wearables will be available for purchase

starting immediately and Meta-Stadiums is excited to see the impact it will have on global sports

fans including the Premier League as well.

This innovative technology is a game-changer for the metaverse industry, as it blurs the lines

between virtual and physical reality. "We are thrilled to introduce our digital twin wearable

bundles to the metaverse community," said Delence A. Sheares Sr., CEO of Meta-Stadiums. "This

is a major step towards creating a more immersive and personalized experience for users in the

metaverse. We believe that this technology will not only enhance the virtual world, but also have

a significant impact on the physical world as well."

The digital twin wearable bundles are now available for purchase on the Meta-Stadiums website.

With the metaverse gaining more popularity and attention, this announcement has generated a

lot of excitement and anticipation among users. This is just the beginning for Meta-Stadiums, as

they continue to push the boundaries and bring new and innovative ideas to the metaverse. Stay

tuned for more updates and developments from this trailblazing company.

About Meta-Stadiums Corp: Meta-Stadiums Corp is an innovative solutions company developing

and deploying entertainment platforms in the metaverse focusing on mainstream sports teams,

leagues, federations, conventions, festivals and concerts. By providing cutting-edge, end-to-end

solutions and immersive experiences, Meta-Stadiums is helping shape the future of the sports

and entertainment industries. To learn more about Meta-Stadiums and their revolutionary

ecosystem, visit their website at: https://meta-stadiums.com
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